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In the paper some general statements based upon the theory of adaptive control processes and 
·,the theory of reservation are given. 

The role and function of an initial and working information in common and adaptive 
·systems are discussed and the charactenstics of both types of systems and some operational con
-clusions are g1ven. 

The problem of reliability of a combined technological management system is · presented 
together with a treatment of reliability of a system as related to the characteristics of a manu
Jacturing process. 

Two practical examples of an adaptive control system are included. 
The last paragraph contains some final remarks reflecting the gap in our knowledge in the field 

.discussed which causes that the systems design process is not enough effective. 

1. Introduction 

Efficient management: depends in general upon two basic factors, namely on: 
(a) the reliability of the manufacturing process; 
(b) the reliability of the decision-making as well as the data processing systems. 
The reliability of both the decision-making process and the information systems 

.are of the greatest importance for the effectiveness and the efficiency of management. 
These processes include the following relevant questions: 

-the 'scope of managerial responsibilities (strategic and tactical activities as 
well as all activities related to the policy of resources aquisition, allocation, and use); 

-the structure of an organizatio.n (number of management levels, span of cont
rol, job descriptions, procedures etc.); 

-the system of communication within the organization and between the organi
_zation and its environment. 

*)Presented at Polish-Italian Meeting on Modern Application of Mathematical Systems and 
·Control Theory in Particular to Economic and Production Systems, Cracow (Poland), Sept. 1972. 
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Is the manufacturing process in fact a highly unreliable one, the most perfectly 
designed decision-making and information systems would be not able to fulfill 
their missions to run the business successfully. 

There exists a feedback between manufacturing and management process. Each 
of these processes affects directly the other. They differ, however, from each other. 

Is the reconstruction or modification of one of those systems decided, the other 
system requires because of the mutual interactions, an imm~diate re-evaluation and 
usually some modifications. In one of the next paragraphs the relationships between 
those systems will be considered in sbme details. 

2. Initial and working information 

By an initial information I mean such a set of messages describing the subject 
of a control process, the elements of which are necessary to design a control sub
system and to ensure that this subsystem will operate. A system requiring complete 
initial information is called a COMMON system. We need full initial information 
to describe the system and to design the formal model of that system which will 
make the system controllable. 

Common systems are divided into closed and open systems. A system is closed 
when it has at least one feedback. An open system is, in contrary, a system without 
feedback. In this case monitoring information describes disturbances arriving from 
the environment. 

On this basis we can conclude that manufacturing systems are closed common 
systems. The problem how to affect the environment with the purpose to decrease 
the number and the power of environmental disturbances belongs to the management 
system. 

The manufacturing systems belong to the class of common systems because 
they do not have the capability to be adaptive against the arriving changes. The 
management systems, what means the decision-making process and the data pro
cessing system are able to follow all changes and to adapt the organization to them. 
As a result, decisions are taken to modify the programme of production. 

An open system can be closed through establishing of buffer or safety stocks 
which separate the system from the environment and protect it on the one hand 
from the input disturbances and from the random arrival of orders on the other 
hand. It is, however, obvious that different types of manufacturing processes can 
be protected to different extent from the disturbances generated by the environ
ment. 

In general there are three types of control processes which are usually designed 
and applied in the field of production. They can be listed as follows: 

(a) programmed control which occurs when parameters vary in a period of 
time on a basis of a given programme (computer controlled equipment); 

(b) follow-up control which occms when variables change in an unlimited way 
within a given dispersion of their values; 
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(c) stabilization process with fix values of variables in a given period of time. 
Management systems are, in contrary, adaptive control systems. An ADAPTIVE 

control system does not require complete initial (preliminary) information. In this 
case the process of control is performed partly on a basis of initial information but 
mostly through the use of working information gathered and processed during the 
monitoring process. 

Working information means a set of meassages describing the state as well as 
the course of the controlled process which are used in the process of control. 

From the point of view of the subject being discussed here the management 
system plays the function of a control subsystem. It should be, therefore, helpful 
to achieve two most important goals: 

(1) to increase, through correct decisions, the reliability of. the manufacturing 
process using for that purpose the general principle for constructing highly rehable 
systems containing unreliable elements; 

(2) to increase the reliabiltiy of the management system itself through objective 
setting-up, proper job and responsibilities descriptions, effective structure designing 
and implementation as well as maintaining of smooth and useful information 
flows. 

An effective management system must be able to meet three fundamental condi
tions. On the background of the theory of regulation these conditions can be de
fined in the following way. 

The effectiveness by which I mean the reliability of management system in a 
broad sense depends upon: 

A. The SPEED of reaction of the subsystem of control. It is measured by the 
time to be used by the control system between the moment a deviation occurs and 
the moment the deviation is reduced after it is monitored and recorded. It is the 
total time being used by the control subsystem to measure and record any devia
tion, to transmit adequate information, and to act. It is, more generally speaking, 
the ability of a control system to regain the static or dynamic equilibrium of the 
entire system by corrective actions. > 

B. The ACCURACY of the control process in reducing all possible deviations 
which can occur in a given period of time. 

C. The RELIABILITY of the control system by which I mean that decision
making process and information flows work in a given period oftime without failure. 

3. Reliability of manufacturing systems 

Each process of production is a sequence of a given and limited number of ele
ments in series. Within each plant as well as among them there exists always a chain 
of cooperation. The more sophisticated are manufacturing techniques the more 
complex are final products and more diversified is the equipment the greater is the 
importance of the reliability of a production process. A ,system becomes more 
unreliable with the increasing number of components and couplings in series. 
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The reliability problem contains the following aspects: 
(a) the level of reliability of each particular element of a system; 
(b) the choice of conditions under which the manufacturing process will be 

performed; 
(c) the implementation of the principle of highly reliable system built up of 

unreliable subsystems; 
(d) the size and allocation of stocks (reserves) which will increase the reliability 

of the system as a whole; 
(e) the optimization approach which will prevent the failure of system elements. 
The extention of series (the increasing length of the chain of operations) causes 

that the probability of process failure increases rapidly. The system becomes in 
this case less reliable. Moreover, this kind of extension leads to the loss of ability 
of the system to keep the same level of quality of the manufacturing process per
formed under the same conditions. 

A system characterized by elements in series where each component has a given 
probability to be reliable signed by p 11 does have the following probability of the 
entire system: 

ll 

P(t)= n pj(t) (1) 
i=l 

for j= 11 2, ... , n. 
This formula shows that the reliability coefficient is equal to the (1) product 

of probabilities of all elements in series. 
This fact leads to the conclusion that attempts to increase the reliability of a 

system through the increase of reliability of particular components of the system 
are not effective. The reliability of such systems decreases in a geometrical progres
sion with the number of elements in senes mcreasmg in an arithmetic progression. 
Systems become in this case unreliable both when failures are dependent or inde
pendent events. 

Let me use r to mark the time of life of an element. The probability of failure 
of a system in a given moment t being written by Q (t) and being a continuous 
function, if there exists a continuous density of the probability a failure occurs, can 
be written symbolically as 

Q(t):=P{r<t} (2) 

and the probability of being reliable as 

P(t)= 1-Q(t)=P{r> t}. (3) 

The average time to failure or, in other words, the expected value of a random 
variable is equal to 

00 

T0 =E(r)= J tq(t) dt (4) 
0 

where q (t) is the density of probability the break-down will occur before the 
moment t. 
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4. Constructing of highly reliable systems 

Now the problem arises how to achieve a vety high level of reliability of a complex 
system consisting of unreliable components. 

Two strategic approaches could be applied to solve this problem. The first 
approach is based on the assumption th.at the achievement of a high and explicitly 
defined level of reliability is required despite outlays. This kind of approach can be 
accepted in this case only if the required reliability is based on the fact that people 
being involved must survive. Space expeditions, jet flights with passengers are examples 
for this kind of requirements. The other strategy relates to the case that we are 
searching for a solution being optimal at a given level of expenses we have decided 
to accept. 

Different types of production processes and management systems require diffe
rent approach and techniques to achieve high level of reliability. Despite several 
possible ways of problem solving there exists a common point in the area of de
manded reliability achievement. This common and universal approach is called the 
principle of constructing of highly reliable systems consisting of unreliable compo
nents (subsystems). 

The problem looks at the first glance like a paradox. The problem solving techni
ques are, however, based on a simple assumption one is able to achieve each de
manded level of reliability by applying of the proper reservation policy which will 
increase the reliability of the system. 

Assume a system consists of 11 elements in series. Assume in addition each j-th 
element is supported by m alternative elements. Note, i= 1, 2, ... ,m. The master 
element and m its alternative elements create a group of elements which is called 
a RESERVATION GROUP of (m+ 1) components. Each element on line (a master 
element) represents a piece of a sequence. The system works in each part of the 
whole sequence as far as even one element from a reservation group is not defected 
and works. 

A system consisting of n elements in series where each of these master elements 
can be replaced by one of m alternative elements from reservation groups does 
have certain reliability. The reliability of j-th master element is a function of the 
probability of unfailure of that element. It can be denoted as follows: 

m 

Pj = 1-n (1 - pij). (5) 
i=l 

The reliability of the entire system with 11 elements in series and m alternative 
reserved elements can be presented using the notation 

(6) 

The reliability · of a system increases rapidly with the growth of the number 
of alternative elements in reservation groups. 
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5. Types and methods of reservation 

The policy of reservation is the most successful way to increase the reliability 
of systems. The policy can be formulated by answering a set of questions; the logic 
of them is shown below: 

(a) define the types of reserves to be used within the system; 
(b) design the allocation of these reserves; 
(c) determine the value and size of allocated reserves; 
(d) calculate costs of these reserves; 
(e) analyse costs of system defecting if reservation policy not implemented; 
(f) compare costs of reservation and system defecting and take the final decision 

for your reservation policy. 

Applying this procedure it will be possible to optimize the size of reserves, the 
allocation of them as well as acceptable level of expenses for a given level of re
liability of any system of production. 

Three kinds of reservation can be distinguished. Is a reserve in a state which 
is identical with the state of the master element we call this kind of reserve a LOAD 
RESERVE. The reliability of a load reserve does not, of course, depend on the 
moment in which it replaces an other element. 

If a reserve is in a state of expectation to be used by replacing another element 
and if it does not work at the moment, we call it an UNLOADED RESERVE. 
It cannot defect before it replaces an load element which will get out of order and 
stop to work. 

Is a reservation element loaded partly only until it replaces another element 
which was working in the master sequence of the manufacturing process it is called 
a PARTLY LOADED RESERVE. In this case the element can defect before it 
replaces a working master element. The probability of defecting before replacement 
is, however, smaller than in a case of load reserve. 

An average time of working without failure can be computed for load reserves 
as follows: 

T,ll =Pm (t) dt. (7) 

The average time to failure for a reservation group is 

m 

ravr = '\1 tavr 
m ,L,; i • (8) 

i=l 

Problems are considered here in respect of reliability of manufacturing process 
if renewal policy is not applied. The renewal approach based on a procedure of 
restoring or replacement of parts of a defected element generates another type of 
strategy. This strategy can be used if elements can be repaired and used again. The 
implementation of the renewal policy generates conditions to apply queuing models 
to find the probability of failure, the intensity of defecting and many other cha
racteristics of the problem of systems reliability. 
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6. Types of stocks used to increase the reliability of mixed 
paraJiel-serial systems 

Several types of stocks can be listed as follows: 

(a) raw materials and semi-products on hand; 
(b) reserves of unfinished production; 
(c) tools and instruments on hand; 
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(d) reserve machines available (load, partly loaded and unloaded reserves); 
(e) machine parts and components on hand; 
(f) finished products on hand. 

In my opinion all these kinds of stock-on-hand have to be divided into two basic 
groups of reserves because of two reasons: 

(1) they protect in different way the system from disturbances; 
(2) the location of reserves is different from the point of view of the manufac

turing process. 
To .the first class of reserves belong all those reserves which are located parallely 

to the master process. This class includes, there-fore, all reserved machines. If a 
machine is working full-time and operates as a load reserve in a lateral production 
line it will be treated as alternate coupling. 

The role played by a part on hand with respect to a given machine is identical 
with the function played by the machine with regard to the process of production. 
The analogy can only take place if the strategy of renewal was applied. Parts on 
hand are alternate reserves. 

This class of reserves could be called. 

ALTERNATE RESERVATION STOCK-ON-HAND. 

Reserves of the second class are located, in contrary, in the chain of a master 
production process. Places where reserve elements are stored divide the sequence 
of the manufacturing process into subsequences. Because of this position they 
prevent proceeding of disturbances from the subsequence they occur in toward 
next subsequences. Providing buffers we create conditions under whichthe produc
tion system can work despite the defecting of some components. Stocks of raw 
materials and semi products belong to this class of reserves. They are located between 
the environment and the manufacturing process. They protect therefore the process 
from supply disturbances. The same role is played through finished products between 
the demand expressed by random arrival of orders and the manufacturing process. 
In these terms, unfinished production is an element of reservation policy. The stocks 
are in this case reserves which are located among production departments, work 
places, and subsequences of the process. 

The level of this stock-on-hand is determined through the probability of de
fecting of reservation groups, random arrival of orders and supply disturbances. 

On the background of these considerations I suggest to call this class of 
reserves: 

SERIAL STABILIZATION STOCK-ON-HAND. 
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7. Replacement policies 

Is the reservation with replacement applied then arises the problem of choice of 
the proper strategy of replacement. The replacement of components of a system 
can be in general done in two different ways. 

The first approach is based on an assumption that each defected element is 
replaced immediately. 

The next approach is founded upon the idea of prevention against defecting 
of elements and, as a result, a failure of the whole system. In accordance with this 
assumption replacement occurs before the failure of elements. 

In addition to this classification of replacement approaches we distinguish 
another one, namely, the INDIVIDUAL and GROUP replacement. Individual 
replacement is often identified with replacement which takes place just after failure 
of an element. It is, however, a misleading identification. Group replacement cannot 
be identified with preventing replacement because group replacement means usually 
that both defected and working elements are replaced at the same moment. 

Before the choice and implementation of one of these approaches is made one 
has to calculate outlays generated by each of them and to compare results. 

There are costs caused by failure which stops elements to work. Is the last ele
ment of a reserve group out of order a break-down of the manufacturing process 
is the consequence. On the other hand there are some costs of replacement activi
ties such as cost of parts, wages of maintain and repair gang workers. 

There are many strategies of replacement which can be applied depending on 
actual conditions. 

The characteristic of the first approach is that just after failure of an element 
it is individually replaced. The next strategy is based on the assumption that perio
dical group replacement is only undertaken. This strategy of replacement requires 
the determining of intervals. At the end of an interval group replacement is under
taken. There are two possibilities now. We replace all defected elements or all 
elements of a given sequence of the manufacturing process. It would be reasonable 
to use the second strategy if: 

-the number of reserve elements is great, 
- the elements are of low price, 
- the elements are short life components, 
- the probability of process failure is rather low because the number of available 

reserve elements is great. 

The third strategy is a combination of both strategies being mentioned before. 
Let us assume that there are intervals t, t+ l, t+2, ... , t+k. Between each pair 

of successive moments, for example t and t+ l, each defected item is replaced imme
diately. After an interval is reached group replacement is implemented. All in the 
meantime not defected elements are now replaced or we replace all working elements 
with the greatest probability to defect in the next period of time. More sophistica
ted is the next strategy we can use to formulate our replacement policy. In this case 
all defected elements as non-defected items are replaced individually and in groups. 
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The significant difference between these two variations of strategy is that in the 
second case the period of time (t, t+ 1) is divided by a moment t' in two subperiods. 
If a break-down of an element occurs before the moment t' what means it occurs 
in the subperiod (t, t') the element will be replaced individually. All failures occu
ring in the next subperiod (t', t+ 1) will in contrary, not cause an immediate action. 
All elements being defected during this subperiod will wait to the end of this period 
of time an then be replaced at the same time. 

The choice of the best replacement policy depends upon: 
A. The characteristic of the manufacturing process, 
B. The number and time of life of elements in particular reservation groups, 
C. The outlay of replacement policy compared with costs of opportunities 

being lost because of the production breakdown. 

8. Reliability of different types of a manufacturing process 

There are many kinds of production classification available. According to the 
subject of our consideration I will use the classification of technological types of 
a manufacturing process. The list of these types is as follows: 

1. Production of units to customers individual orders. 
2. Production of single but technologically compound products. 
3. Fabrication of large equipment in stages. 
4. Small batch production. 
5. Production of elements in large batches which are combined or assembled 

into batches of varying size. 
6. Production of large batches. 
7. Production of large batches on assembly lines. 
8. Mass production. 
9. Intermittent process of production of chemicals. 

10. Production process of substances prepared for sale diversely. 
11. Continuous process of liquids, gases and crystalline substances. 
All eleven kinds of production can be grouped because of some similarities. 

Thus we distinguish three basic types of production. They can be described in the 
following way : 

Type I Unit and small batch production 
(containing numbers 1 to 4). 

Type II Large batch and mass production 
(numbers from 5 to 8). 

Type III Production process 
(includes numbers 9 to 11). 

The mutability of the production process is the greatest in Type I. The nature 
of operations, operations tooling, the succession of operations, the time of machine 
setting-up and the variety of materials and semiproducts used depend upon the 
technological characteristic of customers' orders and their additional requirements. 
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The poorer is the variety of ordered products, the more smoothed and stabilized 
is the manufacturing process and the easier it is to group ordered items in batches. 
The more extorted is the order of operations in the process, the smaller is the free
dom of choice. The manufacturing process becomes a system with extorted serial 
couplings. 

The feature of production affects the number and types of equipment to be 
installed. Machines can be in majority general-purpose (universal) machines. This 
fact allows the performance of several operations using the same machine. Are, 
the machines to a great extent unique facilities it would be not more possible to 
performe given operations using ~ach type of machines. The manufacturing process 
will be in this case much more sensitive to any kind of possible disturbances. Large 
batch production, mass production and process production are usually sequential 
in character with relatively long chain of co-operation. Because of this reasons 
they are the most unreliable manufacturing processes. 

The point is that unit production needs very high number of components being 
bought from the environment. Many large industrial organizations manufacturing 
final products produce not more than 20 per cent of all components they use on 
their assembly lines. For these types of production is, therefore, highly important 
to secure smoothing deliveries of semiproducts, components, and subassemblies 
accordingly to an exact time schedule. Short-range planning system and shop-floor 
control look like networks. 

CASE STUDIES 

9. Examples of production of type IT and ill 

9.1. Paper pulp production (typ m, point 11) 

The paper pulp plan is divided into departments which are adequate to techno
logical phases (sequences) of a continuous process of substances. Technological 
phases and adequate departments can be listed in the following way: 

(1) timber preparation; 

(2) timber boiling; 

(3) washing of the pulp mass; 

( 4) bleachery; 

(5) second screening phase; 

(6) dehydration or drying process. 
Interoperational stock on hand (unfinished production) is for this type of process 

production of very limited importance. Technological conditions make impossible 
to store the pulp mass just after two most important process stages, namely after 
boiling (safety stock container can be used after the washing stage only) and ble
aching because the buffer stock can be hold after the next stage what means after 
the screening stage. 
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Facilities used in two most important stages of the whole process work three 
shifts a day. The interruption of a continuous process means that the semiproduct 
will be destroyed and is, therefore, unfeasible. 

Let me take the example of the Boiling Department to ilustrate the combined 
technological and economic process of control. Timber is the input prepared during 
the first stage of the manufacturing process. It must be dimensioned and keep the 
proper humidity. As an outcome we get alkalified mass which is washed passing 
through filters which are in the meantime diluted. 

The automatically controlled sulphit pulp process requires the following measu
rements: 

(1) The efficiency of the paper pulp digest: 
(a) pulp flow (flowmeter); 
(b) pulp mass concentration (sensing device). 

(2) Feedings: 
(a) compressed air (measurement sensor); 
(b) process steam (readings); 

- (c) water consumption (measurements; device); 
(d) power supply (counter). 

(3) Wood saturation (white and black paper digesting liquours): 
(a) measurements of percentage of active alkali (NaOH) per unit of dry pulp 

mass; 
(b) flows of black lye through screens. 

(4) Digestion zone- process control by "permanganate number" (alkali batche
ring). 

(5) Mass flows -measurements of mass blow-out from the digest bottom to the 
mass washing section. 

Technological readings are used both to control the manufacturing process 
and management. Measurement instruments readings allow to compute: 

-the consumption of water, process steam, power and compressed air; 
- the loss of alkali per weight of the pulp mass using the pulp digest efficiency 

and NaOH contents data. 

The most important elements of Boiling Department equipment are: 

-white alkali container, 
-paper pulp digest (boiler), 
- black alkali expander, 
-filters, 
- alkali tanks, 
-blow-out container, 
-water container, 
- turpentine oil separator, 
-turpentine oil container. 

The paper pulp digester is very expensive. Because of this reason it is rather 
impossible to keep another digester empty as an unloaded reserve. 
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On the other hand each failure generates disturbances which move forward 
to the successi ve sequences of the process. An effective solution requires, therefore 
that two conditions should be met: 

(a) the continuous readiness of maintain and repair gangs, 
(b) the proper level of parts-on-hand necessary to ensure the immediate repla

cement of elements which will probably defect in the next period. 

There are several stages of implementation of combined technological and 
economic control processes based on automatic control systems. 

The simpliest computer assisted control system is able to gather data, to classify 
and ptocess these data and to reflect the state and the flow (or performance) of the 
process only. 'Decisions are in this case made by people. 

Allows the software programming of decisions with varying parameters of the 
process and taking into account significant limitations (e.g. machines or job working 
places capacities) we can speak about the higher second level of computer imple
mentation. This stage is usually called: man- machine system. 

Is the computer used on-line the optimal automatic control system can be applied. 
Decisions are made in this case by the control system. Detaching of machines, 
deviation recording, and reducing, operations planning and other decisions will 
be made by the system itself. 

Finished product stock-on-hand (pulp) as well as raw materials (timber, alkali 
and other substances) consumed fully or used :tpany times after regeneration e.g. 
NaOH regeneration they all play the some role of stabilizers of a serial process. 
They block disturbances and avoid movement of them along the process line. Dui
finished production (inter-operational stock-on-hand of details and semi-products) 
are of small importance because they can be stored after few subsequences of the 
process only and cannot be kept longer than a couple of hours because they loose 
after short time the quality required. ' 

There are not auxiliary operations parallel to the master process of production 
where machines can be used as partly unloaded or load reserves which could be 
interrupted at any time if a given master machine defects. 

Keeping of unloaded reserve machines is beyond discussion because of economic 
reasons. The alternative reservation is, therefore, limited and can be applied in the 
field of parts, storage and maintaining policy only. This sort of reservation is of 
second-range importance from the viewpoint of systems reliability. 

Because of these reasons all unique machines should be highly reliable items 
and the strategy should accept relatively high expenses to keep the reliability of 
each master machine on a given and high level. 

9.2. Production of grinders (type ll, point 4 and 5) 

The largest division of a given enterprise manufacturing grinders is divided 
into four main sections. They are as follows: 

(1) rough mechanical working section, 
(2) fine mechanical working section, 
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(3) heat treatment section, 
( 4) assembly section. 
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We omit the description of some auxiliary sections such as toolmakers shop 
(because it is not of any importance for the problem being discussed here). 

Sections are divided into groups of work places and working places. There 
are the following group work places. In the fine mechanical working section: shafts, 
toothed wheels, spindels, lead screws, and nuts. The rough mechanical working 
section is divided into the following groups of places: scrapers, bodies and machine 
tool, beds, tables and saddles, and finally headstocks. 

' In this section the following types of machines are installed: grinders, horizontal 
boring machines, slotters and drillers. Particular types of machines differ from 
other types because of such parameters like speed, accuracy etc. The number of 
installed machines is 54, however, there are 33 dimentionally different types of machi
nes only. 

Analyzing these data we can see that in average less than 50 per cent of the total 
number of machines can be used alternatively to perform particular sorts of ope
rations being used as load reserves. The reason for this unprofitable situation is 
that the majority of equipment used in this section are specialized machines which 
cannot be replaced by other available machines. As a consequence defecting of those 
machines causes an immediate process break-down. 

The annual production of all types of machines, the structure of manufactured 
goods and the applied technology of which is discussed here can be considered 
using data from table. 

J J 

Number 
) 

Annual 
Position Group of products of types production 

1 Surface grinders 15 1410 
2 Cylindrical grinders 12 460 

3 Internal grinders 6 657 
4 Centerless grinders 3 195 
5 Special purpose grinders 2 60 

The production is dominated by surface grinders. The average number of pieces 
per one type of them is annually 94 items. In this case we can speak about small 
batch production. 

The technological structure of production can be presented as follows: 

number of groups of products 
number of types (sorts) of products 
number of details 

5 
38 

about 23.000 

but about 11 thousand of them are standarized details which are manufactured 
in large batches. 

The surface grinders are finally dommated by one type of them, namely by type 
SPD X. The three structure of tlus product shows five levels of elements being 
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assembled during the manufacturing and assembly process. They are presented 
below: 

level 

level 0 (final product) 
J • 

level 1 (assemblies) 
level 2 (sub-assemblies) 
level 3 (details) 
level 4 (operations) 

number of elements 

1 
5 

30 
1840 

about 8000 

As a conclusion of the analysis technological . tree - two critical problems of 
the manufacturing process can be distinguished: 

(1) parallel performance of details and related operations is possible to some 
extend only in a frame of the apllied technology; 

(2) collecting and storing of elements (details, subassemblies) before the assembly 
process starts is of the greatest importance for the whole process and its final results. 

The reliability of the manufacturing process depends, because of the characte-
ristics of the process, on: 

(a) continuous flow of elements through all work places, 
(b) proper stock-on-hand of standarized details, 
(c) relatively high level of reliability of single machines or very small reserva

tion groups of them because they are in majority specialized units which cannot 
be replaced or substituted by other unique facilities . 

. That implicates that the stabilization can be achievad successfully through the 
following kinds of reserves: 

-by stock-on-hand of details both made and bought 
-by stock-on-hand of parts allowing relatively fast repair of defected machines 

used in the master process. 
To tell the truth some alternative reserves are undervaluated by top-management 

despite the fact that this type of production is very suitable for that approach. In 
this situation very useful are. 

(a) unloaded machines (grinders, drillers etc.) which could be used in the master 
process after a break-down of working items; 

(b) reserves of partly unloaded machines working during one shift (the plant 
works in two shifts) but unloaded during the second shift and used from time to 
time to produce outstanding details to replenish the stock for the next shift; 

(c) moving reserves of multi-operational transfer machines able to replace or 
substitute a number of specialized master machines and used along a seqvence if 
somewhe,re defects occur. 

Two types of manufacturing process were reflected and discussed here namely 
paper pulp process production and production of several types of grinders. The 
second process differs from the first one because of the number of degrees of free
dom which is in this case greater. Many details can be manufactured in varrying 
order or parallel by different work places. The extorted serial system is in the se
cond case not as vexing as in a case of a continuous process of production. The 
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advantage of a large number of standarized details produced in large batches inde
pendently on the arriving customers orders in the context of reiiability is quite 
obvious. 

Types of reserves, allocation and optimal magnitude of them require different 
approach for different types of production. The problem requires an extension of 
research. Results could be very useful to increase the effectiveness of management. 
Optimal and adaptive control is urgently more and more needed. 

Sterowanie zlo:ionym procesem techniczno-ekonomicznym 

Przedstawiono og6lne uwagi wywodz<tce sic:; z teorii adaptacyjnych proces6w sterowania i 
ieorii rezerwacji. 

Rozwazono role:; i funkcjc:; informacji poczl!tkowej i biei:l!cej w systemach zwyczajnych i adapta
>Cyjnych oraz przedstawiono charakterystyki system6w obu typ6w wraz z pewnymi wnioskami 
na temat ich dzialania. 

Przedstawiono zagadnienia niezawodnosci zlozonego systemu zarzl!dzania obiektem prze
myslowym oraz rozwazono zagadnienie niezawodnosci systemu w odniesieniu do charakterystyk 
procesu wytwarzania. 

Podano dwa przyklady praktyczne systemow sterowarua actaptacyjnegu. 
Ostatni punkt zawiera pewne uwagi koiicuwe na temat mectostatku naszej wiedzy w zakresie 

omawianych tu problem6w, b<:;d<tcego przyczn<t niezadowalaJl!cej efektywnosci procesu projekto
wania system6w. 

YnpaBJieHHe cJioaan.IM TCXHHK0-3KOHOMII'IeCKHM npo~eccoM 

Ilpe.n:craBJieHhi o6II.I,lle 3aMeqannH 6epyii.I,lle naqano H3 reopllll a.n:arrTHBHbiX rrpo~eccoB yrrpaB
JieHHH ll TeOpllll pe3epBllpOBaHHJI. 

PaccMorpena poJib n <IJyHIClUll! naqaJibHoil: H TeKyrueil: nn<!JopMar:J;HH B o6hr~rx H a.n:arrrHB
mrx CHCTeMaX a TaKlKe rrpe.IJ:CTaBJieHbi xapaKTepHCTHKH CHCTeM 060HX THIIOB BMecTe ll HeKOTOpbiMH 
BhffiO.IJ:aMH B OTHOIDeHHH liX .IJ:eHCTBHH. 

Ilpe.IJ:CTaBJieHbi BOIIpOChl Ha,!{elKHOCTH CJIOlKHOH CHCTeMbi ynpaBJieHHJI IlpOMbiiiiJieHHbiM 061>
•eKTOM, a TaKlKe paCCMOTpeH BOIIpOC Ha,!{elKHOCTH CHCTeMbi IIO OTHOIDeHHIO K XapaKTepHCTHKaM 
rrpoi(ecca rrpon3BO.IJ:CTBa . 

.[(aHbi .D:Ba rrpaKTJ~qeCKHX IlpHMepa CHCTeM a,!{aiiTHBHOIO yrrpaBJieHHH. 
Ilocne.IJ:HHH qaCTh co.n:eplKHT neKoropl>re 3aKJIIO~eJibHbte 3aMeqaHHJI, Kacaroii.I,llecJI He,!{ocra

,roqnocrH na= 3HaHHil: B o6nacTH paccMaTpHBaeMbrx 3,!{eCh Borrpoc, JIBJIHIOrueil:cJI np=nol!: 
Hey,!{OBJieTBOpHTeJibHOH 3$$eKTHBHOCTH IlpOI(ecca IlpOeKTllpOBaHHJI CHCTeM. 
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